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“Experiments vary greatly in goal and scale, but always rely on repeatable 
procedure and logical analysis of the results.”

Wikipedia: Experiment
Accessed: Today



“Based on theoretical reasoning it has been suggested that the 
reliability of findings published in the scientific literature decreases 

with the popularity of the research field.”

 
Thomas Pfeiffer and Robert Hoffmann. 2009.  

Large-scale assessment of the effect of popularity on the reliability of research. PLOS One, 4(6):e5996. 



Setup: Task & Model

• Question answering over free text: given a question and a set of candidate 
sentences, rank those sentences based on likelihood that the sentence contains an 
answer to the question

• Example question: what was the monetary value of the nobel peace prize in 1989 ?

• Example candidate sentence: each nobel prize is worth $ 469,000 .

• Example model is an implementation of the Severyn & Moschitti (2015) model



Setup: Datasets



Setup: Current Progress on TrecQA



Versioning: Model Definition

• Nobody writes perfect code, and when 
we change the code, we change the 
results…
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significantly (p < 0.01‡, p < 0.05† against 
cf0e269, paired Wilcoxon signed rank 
test)



Versioning: Framework

• Sometimes the framework you use 
makes changes, sometimes to the bits of 
the framework that you use…



Versioning: Framework

• Sometimes the framework you use 
makes changes, sometimes to the bits of 
the framework that you use…

significantly (p < 0.05† against 0.1.12, 
paired Wilcoxon signed rank test)



Docker?

• Docker is a containerization tool

• A container image is a lightweight, stand-alone, executable package of a piece of 
software that includes everything needed to run it: code, runtime, system tools, 
system libraries, settings

• Broadly speaking: virtual machines are to hardware what containers are to the 
operating system



Docker? Not Quite

• Still got different answers on different machines, the machines:

• Intel i7-6800K (6 cores, 12 threads)

• AMD FX-8370E (8 cores, 8 threads)

• Intel Xeon-like on AWS EC2 (2 vCPUs)



Threading

• Different numbers of threads give 
different results, but not because of 
ordering, but because of workload 
splitting

• After fixing number of threads, now 
down to two answers



Hardware

• Intel gives one set of answers, AMD gives another

• Is it possible that different hardware implements the floating point specification 
differently?

• Yes, but very unlikely



Hardware

• Intel gives one set of answers, AMD gives another

• Is it possible that different hardware implements the floating point specification 
differently?

• Yes, but very unlikely

• Hmmm, PyTorch ships with, and uses, Intel’s Math Kernel Library by default…



Hardware: A Neutral Math Library



Where Are We?

• Fully reproducible, repeatable, and replicable training on CPU by fixing:

• version of model definition

• version of framework

• version of framework dependencies (not investigated in this case)

• framework dependencies to be non-hardware specific

• number of threads



What about GPU?

• Bajillion's of different GPUs out there, 
and have very little control over some 
aspects, as an example, we can’t fix the 
number of threads

• cuDNN? Enable or disable the cuDNN 
backend as shipped by nVidia. Has 
(potentially) non-reproducible kernels.

 
Nathan Whitehead and Alex Fit-Florea. 2011. 

Precision & Performance: Floating Point and IEEE 754 Compliance for NVIDIA GPUs. 



You Reap What You Sow



You Reap What You Sow: They Look Similar?



Conclusions

• All these things make a difference, and yet nobody reports them

• Nothing to really be done, if you don’t have the same hardware, then you can’t exactly 
reproduce the results—but at least you can compare with that caveat

• Pre-trained models are consistent—but only marginally better than believing numbers 
reported in a paper



Stop reporting single numbers, 
report on populations!


